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South African Lecture Stirs Protest
by Alan Levine
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Students protest the appearance of Shearar at a lecture, Nov. 18.
by Seth Price
Demonstrations against South
Africa's policy of apartheid interrupted the lecture given by South
African Minister J.B. Shearar. The
lecture entitled "Change Through
Accomodation," was sponsored by
the World Affairs Center of Hartford.

The protesters arrived early and
assembled in front of Austin Arts
Center at 7 p.m., some forty-five
minutes before the scheduled
beginning of the lecture. Among
those demonstrating were both
students and professors from Trinity, students from Wesleyan and
University of Connecticut, and a
number of private citizens.
One of the first problems
tackled by the protesters was how
to gain admittance to McCook
auditorium without paying the one
dollar admission fee, which one of
the protest leaders Mac Margolis
said, "we will conveniently
waive."
It was decided that the twenty
to twenty-five protesters who were
to be in the auditorium during the
lecture would simply walk in.
Meanwhile, the other fifty demonstrators would stay in the lobby.
While still in front of Austin
Arts Margolis said that the idea of
the protest was "not to disrupt
Shearar." He added that if Shearar
were avoiding issues, questions
should be asked.

Tripod
Election Results
Sunday, November 21, the
Tripod staff elected next semester's editorial board. The results
were: Editor-in-chief, Henry B.
Merens; Managing Editor, Jon
Zonderman; News Editor, Steve
Titus; Arts Editor, Ira Goldman;
Sports Editor, Howard Lombard;
Photo Editor, Mitsu Suyemoto.
Also elected were: Copy Editors: Alan Levine, Trish Mairs, and
Diane Molleson; Contributing Editors: Magda Lichota, Cart Roberts,
and Charles Spicer; Business Manager, Brian Thomas; Announcements Manager, J, Carey taPorte;
Manager, Megan Maguire.
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Sheets were handed out with
possible questions, and demonstrators were told that, while
harassment should not be used,
questions should be asked whenever deemed necessary.
Kick Hornung, another protest
leader, said to the audience "as the
clock moves towards 7:45, people
will try to go in. They'll see what
happens. Those who get in will sit
dispersed in the auditorium. As for
when and how and if the man is
interrupted, (hat's a matter of the
situation. Ask questions in a tough
way. Heckle him if he doesn't
answer. Laugh, hiss, boo whatever
is considered appropriate by you. If
the man won't recognize us, those
.outside (in the lobby) will heckle."
With that, at 7:25, the protes- '
ters headed for McCook, chanting,
"Free South Africa Now," and
waving posters which read "U.S.
out of South Africa. Victory to the
South African people," and "No
More Lies. End Apartheid Now,"
among others.
The protesters were greeted in
the lobby by representatives of the
sponsoring World Affairs Center.
As the chanting grew louder and
demonstrators attempted to rush
the door of the auditorium, the
WAC representatives were forced
to retreat behind the closed doors
of the auditorium.
Meanwhile, some protesters
had gone around to the back of
McCook and entered the auditorium unimpeded through a back
entrance. They sat and chanted
while paid spectators attempted to
enter McCook through the main
entrance. By the time Shearar
arrived, he was faced with protesters within, protesters outside, and
paid spectators.
As the protest was developing,
it became obvious that a disruption
to the lecture itself was a realistic
possibility. Addressing himself to
the situation, Victor Tercle, WAC
executive vice president said, "I
don't regret having Shearar here to
speak. I regret anything that
prohibits free discussion of the
issues. If we have problems, we'll
probably terminate the lecture."
When Shearar entered the
auditorium in a dark black suit, the
continued on page 4

In an extremely controversial
talk last Thursday evening, Minister J. B. Shearar of the South
African embassy spoke at Trinity.
The presentation, offered by the
Hartford World Affairs Council,
was met with loud and hostile
protest by a si/eable group of black
and white Trinity students waving
signs and shouting, "Free South
Africa Now!"
Shearar, who was appointed
minister in the embassy I.1 4.
December, spoke softly and was
drowned out a number of times
early in his prepared speech by the
shouts of the protesters. Even
before Shearar stood up, a young
man in the audience stood up and
shouted, "This man represents a
government that is killing and
oppressing thousands of people!"
This and the other protest set the
tone for much of the evening.
Describing his country as one
"in the process of change in a
region of ferment," Shearar expressed his belief that Africa
should solve its own problems and
should keep a low profile in the
foreign policy of the United States
as it has been doing. He said that
he is "desperately concerned"
with the fact that the Angolan
government is controlled even
more by a foreign superpower than
the South African government.
Further, he added that South
Africa is a stable, developing
nation in which all people are
developing from primitive people.
At this point, he was constantly
being interrupted by hostile people
in the audience. When a vote was
taken, the audience overwhelmingly expressed their desire to hear
the remainder of Shcarar's speech
and then have a question-answer
period, rather than just allow
members of the audience to ask
questions. Despite some protest at
this decision by a few people, the
majority showed their support for
ii. Shearar continued, stating that,
"I'm sorry my presence has been
quite so disruptive. I hadn't
intended to convince anybody
tonight..."

from many countries come to work the white population fears Russian
in South African mines and learn to intervention more than they fear a
read and write in the process. black revolution; Russian favors
South Africa is concerned with a de-stabilization while South Afristable government in Rhodesia, but cans prefer stabilization. Most
not whether white or blacks rule.
blacks, he felt, would encourage
increased in vestment in South
At this point, the protesters Africa by Americans to advance
noisily en-tercd the auditorium, their freedom.
shouting "Free South Africa
Now! and "Freedom Now!," forcShearar believes that there is a
ing Shearar to.stop talking and not "remarkable amount of good will
permitting him to continue. He left between the races" and there are
the auditorium, but, half an hour continuing efforts to reduce racial
later, with security guards present friction. He added that, among the
and protesters gone, the talk white population, there are those
continued in the Washington Room who are trying to advance black
as a question and answer session.
civil rights.
Declaring that South African
In reference to this past sumwhites plan to retain their suprem- mer's riots, he admitted that they
acy, but (hat they are not opposed were a tragedy, but claimed they
to the principle of majority rule, he were localized and actually had
little effect on the population as a
whole. Personally, he viewed the
riots as a "sign of advance, a sign
of evolution"; out of these and
other events, will come a better
South Africa,

South African Minister J. Shearar
in McCook.
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said that (he white government
visualizes a system of separate
states, with the transkei being the
first to request and receive its
independence. He believes that
everyone should have the ability to
determine their self-destiny, but
not at the expense of others. In
answer to another question, he said
that the white minority holds
control because, at the time of the
formation of South Africa, everyone agreed that a white minority
would always control the black
majority. Further, he stated that,
while white South Africans are not
necessarily racists, they are nationalists. He said that he thinks

Referring to the situation concerning South Africa's position
between the United States and the
Soviet Union, he said that South
Africans do not regard their
situation as an east-west conflict,
but it is being made a theatre of
east-west conflict. In his opinion,
the United States should presently
be working to reduce Soviet
influence. South Africa wants
neither strong American nor Soviet
influence. He emphasized that1 he
felt that there is freedom of speech
and the press in South Africa and
the right exists to speak out against
the government.
Obviously referring to the protesters earlier in the evening,
Shearar said that one of the South
Africa's major problems is that
people refuse to listen to its
viewpoint, and when they do listen,
they refuse to believe it. Winding
up . the program, Trinity's Vice
President Thomas Smitii apologized to the largely adult, non-student audience for the action of the
student protesters.

Van Purchase
Approved

Then Shearar, in referring to
his nation's apartheid policy,
pointed out that South Africans
"have little evidence that other
solutions have produced any better
results." He added that they are
very aware of their nation's mineral
The referendum to indicate the
wealth, strategic location and also student preference on the SGA van
the diversity of people, an aspect purchase passed this week by an
that, he said, reports on South overwhelming margin. Despite
African events, do not seem to some initial concern by the prorecognize. South Africa favors ponents of the project, the final
cooperation among African nations tally of 784-424 showed that the van
and has various degrees of relation- was supported by 65% of the elecships with many of its neighbors. torate. The large turnout of almost
South African policy is to deal with 80% of the campus indicated a
any nation if there is sovereign sense of concern about student life
equality, mutual respect and a on campus. While there were some
willingness not to interfere with bitter opponents of the proposed
domestic affairs. Among many project, the more than expected
other examples, he said that margin of victory means that
Milawi has a close working rela- students should expect to see a van
tionship with South Africa and on campus. While the referendum
Zambia seems to have an on-off is not binding, it will take the van
relationship, while young Africans one more step towards reality. Only

what seems to be a pro forma vote
by the Budget Committee and the
SGA stands in the way of the van
being in operation. In an interview
with Jeff Meltzer, the chief backer
of the referendum, he stated that
the large turnout and the sizeable
victory indicated to him, and
hopefully would indicate to other
members of Student Government,
that students really did want to see
activities other than the traditional
types that are now on campus. He
further stated that the fears of
those who voted against the
proposal would hopefully be found
to be groundless and th«; no
problems would emerge.
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ICSU Monitors Research 1

Robert Steele addressed Professor Clyde McKee's American
National Government Class last Thursday. ph oto by Scott Leventhal

Conservatives Defined
by Holly Singer
Robert Steele, a former member of the United States House of
Representatives and the Republican candidate for Governor of
Connecticut in 1974, addressed
Professor, Clyde McKee's American National Government class
Thursday, November 18, on-the
conservative point of view in
current issues of American politics.
His political background includes
an
M.A. in government and
Russian studies from Columbia
University, a position as a Soviet
specialist for the C.I.A., and
national recognition for his accomplishments in Congress regarding
both environmental control and the
regulation of international narcotics traffic.

As for what Steele termed the
"tricky issue" of personal freedom
and privacy, he outlined the
conservative "right to life" stance,
which includes the banning or
tightening of abortion laws. Furthermore, according to Steele,
most conservative politicians argue
that government intervention in
and control of the economy
"threatens private property, itself,
leading to ultimate staidism."
Steele advocates the anti-busing
position of conservatives. He believes that busing is a "waste of
money and an ill-fated social
experiment." However, Steele emphasized, "One point I always did
support was appropriations for
education."

Steele presented the conservative political viewpoint in conjunction with its definition by "most
pragmatic politicians." According
to Steele, conservatives generally
believe in freedom of a private
enterprise economy, a strong defense posture and stringent law
enforcement. Although he said he
usually supports the conservative
persuasion, he declared, "I think
that most people in Connecticut
and my colleagues in the House
regard me as a moderate Republican."

As for foreign policy and
defense, Steele maintains the
conservative point of view, which
believes in, as he said, the "need
to beef up our own military
capability." He declared, "I may
be wrong, but if I'm not, there will
be no social programs in the U.S.,
because there will be no time and
no U.S."

Will genetic engineering become the boon or bane of mankind?
Are scientists opening a pandora's
box of future horrors? Or will the
world someday draw from a gene
bank, similar to author Robert
Heinlein's thoughts of a future
age?
The International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU), prompted
by the thought of modern-day
Frankensteiris, recently
esstablished a committee to monitor
the development of many types of
controversial genetic research.
Called the Committee on Genetic
Research (COGENE), it is designed
to serve a nongovernmental, interdisciplinary source of advice for
scientists around the world who are
interested in genetic research. The
committee will also serve as a
watchdog to guard against research
it feels does not have adequate
safeguards. Although it has no
legal authority itself, the committee will try to thwart wayward
scientists by publicizing their research or even by seeking legislative curbs.
At a recent symposium held at
the California State University at
Chico, panelists argued whether or
not genetic research outweighs the
benefits considering the risk involved. Doctor Michael Abruzzo, a
teacher of human genetics, pointed
out one of the more terrifying
aspects of new genetic creations, a
bacteria which, after a round of
manipulation, could be immune to
any controls and escape from a
laboratory, infecting the human
population.

On the other hand, Abruzzo
defended future research by saying
that it one day could lead to such
benefits as a cure for cancer. He
told the audience that it was now
scientifically possible to transfer
genes form one organism to
another. However, he does not
anticipate any attempts to develop
total human beings, completely
engineered by genetics..
Questions of the ethical, legal
and political spectrums were raised
during the discussion with no
concrete answers. What are human
beings on the way to becoming?;
What are the limits of government
responsibility?; What are the public's rights to protection from
scientific research?; Should we put
a check on hospitals, universities
arid private firms presently active
in genetic research?
COGENE may, in the course
of its analysis of genetic research,
touch upon these questions. Committee organizers indicate they
favour continuation of research and
stress it will be objective in studying genetic engineering's hazards
and effects.
Two years ago, American scientists called for a moratorium on one
form of genetic inquiries—recom.binant D.N.A. research—so that
the "risks involved could be analyzed and national guidelines
established. In June, the National
Institute, of Health issued the
guidelines that banned certain
types of research involving hazardous organisms. It also called for
strict safeguards for laboratories.

However, these guidelines only
apply to those operations sup- .
ported by the federal governmenCf 15
To promote safety techniques in
the field of D.N.A. research,
COGENE will offer training and "
SUI
education programs in the U.S. and
ma
Western Europe. A professor of
as
biochemistry from the University of
dis
Miami pointed to the need for such
du
a program by saying that D.N.A.
26
researchers do not require elaborate facilities to conduct experisu
ments and are not adequately
pe
trained in safety techniques.
we
Although some, frightened by
Tc
science fiction-type horror stories
w<
would like to see all research
rei
stopped, members of I.C.S.U. feel
pe
that this extremely important work
su
ought to go on. "We all feel that
di
this is a field of great promise for
P'
the future," one member said.
- -si
While the prospects of abuse
at
are great and there is always a
.01
danger in accumulating knowledge
faster than man can control it,
toi
many feel that the benefits do
w<
outweigh the potential risks and
ye
the research continues. No one
seems to know where to draw the>|| ve
be
line or what to regulate. But some
ve
are thinking about it.

Nuclear Threat
Provokes Action

Following his presentation,
Steele responded to various stureach any location in the United
dent questions, including one in
Proposed restrictions on nu- States in 25 minutes. Submarines
which he was asked where his
clear power development were
off the West Coast could hit a
campaign for governor went wrong
turned down on ballots in Ohio, target west of the Mississippi in
An examination of three salient and why he didn't run for Congress
Washington,Colorado,
Montana, minutes. The Department of Civil
issues, the economy, personal again. Briefly, Steele said he "felt
Arizona and Oregon in the recent Preparedness has been doing a
freedom and privacy, and foreign great frustrations in Congress"
election. A similar defeat occurred , "cold-war number" and contacting
policy and defense, provide greater and saw the governorship as a
in California last June. While local housing and food facilities to
insight into the conservative view- greater opportunity for achievenuclear power seems to pose no make plans for an evacuation.
ments, but couldn't bring the
point, according to Sieclc.
threat to the voters in these states,
Some would be housed at the
In declaring large government campaign to victory, because of a
Montana and California have gone University of Montana.
spending and the resulting federal split party and lack of an issue
ahead anyway and made preparaIn Los Angeles, the University
deficit to be the significant contrib- "which would really catch."
tions for nuclear disaster from of California at Los Angeles
utor to inflation, Steele said, "the
Steele concluded with a com- foreign sources.
(UCLA) has v disaster plan which
only remedy is to bring government
ment
on Gerald Ford's defeat in the
goes into effect immediately in the
In Missoula, Montana, the
spending more in line with govern1976 presidential election. "What
University of Montana would re- case of either a natural or manment income." He cited New York
caused disaster. In the event of a
City's fiscal crisis of 1975 as a beat Gerald Ford in the final ceive evacuees from Great Falls in
analysis
is
that
he
pardoned
nuclear alert, the disaster plan
the
event
of
a
nuclear
attack.
"shattering defeat for the spend,
Nixon. That is what cost him the Apparently, Montana has five committee would take orders dispend, spend liberal economic
election," he said.
principal targets for enemy attack. rectly from military authorities.
philosophy."
The disaster plan at UCLA was
The Great Falls Malmstrom comstarted in 1968 in response to
plex
and
Glasgow
Air
Force
Base
DEADLINES: Classifieds must be submitted by Saturday noon for
student unrest. With nuclear power
are military targets in the state and
publication the following Tuesday. RATES: Studenis onlv 154 for the
Bue,; Billings and Helena are ; restrictions being turned down,
first line, IOC each additional line. NO MAXIMUM. Business accounts
104 a word, $1.50 Minimum. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH
civilian targets. Civil Defense Dithese plans may become useful
AD.
rector George Henri said that
sooner than it takes to say
missiles sent from Russia could
"Dasvadania..."
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Fly Me?

Please print your ad cfoarly

Your name:
Address:
Telephone:
Payment enclosed:
Send to TRIPOD, Box 1310, Trinity ColM»®®, Hartford

Grow Your Wings
Have you ever wondered
at the beauty and freedom of a soaring hawk?
The gracefulness of a
gull? Then maybe it is
time to grow your own
wings. ConnAir at
Brainard Field in Hartford can turn your
dreams into reality. /
With friendly instructors and a flock of air5
planes, ConnAir is the
most pleasant place in the Hartford area to learn to
fly. It's not that expensive either.
Drop by or call us:522-9191 We'll be glad to
explain the details.
Brainard.Field
Hartford, Conn.
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•If you're planning to take
Allegheny Airlines home for the
holidays, good luck.
A recent study by the London
Sunday Times shows the heavilyused East Coast carrier is less safe
than any other U.S. airline. The
Times compared the number of
passengers flown with the number
of fatal crashes for the world's
major airlines over the past 25
years to come up with its data.*!
Allegheny has flown 67 millionf
passengers and suffered 5 fatal
crashes over this time, in whicli 152
customers lost their lives. Its •safety*
record came out one and a half
times worse than the world averape.
Overall, The Times reported,
U.S. airlines have been consistently safer than the planet's other
airlines. Delta has the safest record
with nine times a better record than ^
the world average. Romania s*
T ;rom Airlines, with a record 21)
times worse than the world average
is the most dangerous.
LIBRARY HOURS
THANKSGIVING WEEK-END
Wednesday. November 24,
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 25,
CLOSED
Friday, November 26,
Saturday, November 27,
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIED COUPON

F

Sunday, November 28.
2:00 p.m.-12 Midnight
Monday, November 29
Resume Regular Hours
V. itkinson Library
<
C ised Thursday, November
Novembe A
through Sundav.•November

"T-

inch
ar
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be
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Response to Survey

SAGA Spices Up Service
by Magda Lichota

The results of the SAGA food
survey showed that the vast
majority of students rated the food
as good or average. Surveys were
distributed at all three meals
during a two week period, October
26 to November 10.
The largest response to the
survey was on October 26 when 950
people ate dinner and 300 surveys
were completed and returned.
Toward the end of the second
week, the number of surveys
returned to SAGA dropped off; 978
people were at dinner but only 97
surveys were turned in. Dave Lee,
director of student services, interpreted the limited response to the
survev positively: "Things can't be
all that bad if they're not filling
out the surveys." ,
Jeff Wilson, food service director, said that certain food items
were eliminated because the survey indicated that they were not
very popular. Some casseroles have
been discontinued in favor of more
vegetarian dishes which received
good responses.
The whole salad routine was
upgraded because people do not
like the salad dressings. SAGA
changed its salad dressing recipes
and has received many favorable
remarks about the new dressings,
Bacobits and beans were also
added to the salad routine.Roast
beef and roast items are popular
and will now be served every

Wednesday night. Hamburgers
and grinders were the favorite
lunch items and will be served once
a week.
The problems that upset students the most revolved around the
dining facility itself. Students
commented that lines were too long
and that the dining area was too
crowded. In an attempt to alleviate
crowding, some tables were removed from the main dining room.
Plants and screens were added to
give the room more atmosphere.
Lee approximated that it takes
between nine and twelve minutes
to get through the food line. Lee
explained that it takes this long
because the service area is not
large enough to accommodate 1100
people. Mather dining hall was
designed according to the scramble
system where a person sets his tray
down at a station, takes what he
wants and moves on to the next
station. Most of the crowding and
confusion in the food service area
now occurs because there is not
enough room to put trays down at
different stations.
In the near future, SAGA will
institute a four line system in the
main food service area. Three of
the lines will be for people going
through the line for the first time
and the fourth line will be used as a
seconds line. Food will be placed
under the lamps so that people can
quickly pick up what they want
instead of telling each server what
he wants. SAGA personnel hope

DINNER- OCTOBER 27,1976

232 surveys completed

950 people at dinner
like
Pot Roast
Mashed Potatoes
Egg Roll
Broccoli
Rice
Cheese Omelet
Cake
Ice Cream

mom's

good

average

poor

It rated

9%

41%
10%
25%
28%
46%

47%
38%
25%
43%
41%
44%

35%

55"/.

4%
51%
14%
19%
15%
8%
15%

109
49
142
88
66
41
20

37%
9%
11%
3%
AT IT/
OJ /(>

33% .
1 o (*/
JO /()

that this will cut- lines in half and
reduce the time that it takes to go
through the line to six to seven
minutes.
Lee said that no money would
be available until next year to solve
some of the problems that cause
crowding in the food service
area. A faster toast machine will
be purchased next year because the
present toaster is too slow and
causes lines while people wait for
their toast. The beverage row
needs to be enlarged. The one coke
dispenser has a water dispenser
built in to it so people wanting
water and coke crowd around the
same machine. Next year a separate water dispenser will be purchased. The condiment island is
not large enough and is not easily
serviceable. Lee plans on replacing

For the first time in several
years, Trinity's fraternity houses
have reorganized the Inter-Fraternity Council. The IFC had been in
existence a few years ago, but
eventually disbanded due to a fear
that it was gaining too much power
and the Frats were losing their
autonomy.
This year, several brothers
decided to reorganize the council,
hoping for increased interaction
between the fraternities. Basically,
the IFC wanted to join the
fraternities together so that they
could be more aware and understanding of each other's activities.
The IFC members said they felt
that the different houses were not
working together, and that there
was a vast amount of misunderstanding between fraternity mem-

bers and the rest of Trinity's
community.
The council meets periodically.
Usually at least two representatives
from each frat are present. Crow
member, Al Juliano, said he feels
that the fraternities are now talking
together and beginning to understand each other better. The
council also seems to be a good way
to tone down rivalries among the
fraternities.
IFC members said they hope to
sponsor various social programs to
aid both Trinity and the surrounding
neighborhood.
Steve
Berghausen, a member of Psi U,
said he thinks that there is a
retrending of the ideas of the past.
There seems to be a feeling that the
fraternities can do more for the
community than they have been
doing. The IFC is an attempt to

by Alan levine
At last week's meeting, flie
Budget Committee considered requests by the cheerleaders and
Mather Board of Governors, among
other actions.
First, Kathy Maye, representing the cheerleaders, requested
$90 for the purchase of ten new
shirts. She pointed out that the
shirts currently being used Have
been used for the past four years,
their turtleneck collars are hot and
uncomfortable during basketball
season, and the style of the new
shirts would look better with the
cheerleader's outfits.
Joan Berger made a motion that
only $40 be taken out of the
Committee's contingency fund,
while $50 be taken from the
nliofM-U>:id(;rs' budget allocated for

publicity. The motion passed
unanimously, and Maye was
assured that the cheerleaders could
return to the Committe later, in
order to get more money if needed.
As she cheerfully ran out, Maye

foster different aspects of fraternity
life, involving programs such as the
Big Brother program, which could
aid non-fraternity members.
The most obvious example of
the work that the IFC has been
doing is the recent Bloodmobile. It
was sponsored by the council and
Gil Childers. The council helped
with publicity and worked as aides
in the unit. The Blood Drive was
extremely successful, with over 337
people donating blood. The members of the council who helped out
said they are now hoping to make
their support an annual effort.
The Inter-Fraternity Council
said it does not mean to portray the
fraternities as being constant
"do-gooders," but merely would
like to show the school that
fraternities have more to offer than
weekly beer blasts.

The Trinity TRIPOD, vol. 75,
issue 11 November23,1976. The
TRIPOD is published weekly on
Tuesdays, except vacations,
during the academic year. Student subscriptions are included
in the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are $12.00
per year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal Register,
Palmer,Mass.,and published at
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
06106. Second-class postage
paid in Hartford, Connecticut, .
under the Act of March 3, 1879. j
Advertising rates are $2.00 per
column inch, $35 per quarter
page, $65 per half page, and
$123 for a fall-page.
Students becoming better lovers by donating blood, 'photo by Rick Sager

it next year with a larger and more
accessible unit. SAGAalso wants to
buy portable salad carts for each
dining room so that the entire salad
operation will be taken out of the
service room.

Student requests on the surveys
included a designated area for
smokers, more variety on the salad
bar, more fresh fruit and vegetables, and more sandwich foods
aside from peanut butter and jelly.

SGA/BC Grants Concert Funds

Frat Council Seeks Unity
by Linda Scott

SAGA lunch provides students with nourishment for the lone
afternoon classes ahead.
Photo by Jeremy Morrow

shouted, "Thankyou, guys!"
On December 9, MBOG will
sponsor a concert by Jimmy
Spheris, a folk-rock-jazz act, The
concert, to be held in Austin Arts
Center because of the low overhead, will cost only $600. Tickets
will be $2 for Trinity students and
$3.50 for the general public. Ken
Feinswog, presenting the plan,
pointed out that there will not be a
major effort to encourage nonstudent
attendance.
Carl
Guerriere's motion to allocate the
funds passed with no negative
votes, but with a number of
abstentions.
Guerriere announced the
recommendation of a subcommittee to supervise that any budgeted
group which does not return the
receipts of their purchases to the
Budget Committee will have its.
budget frozen until the receipts
and/or any left-over money are
handed in. After Joan Berger
motioned to approve the recommendation, it passed unanimously,
thus becoming a part of the
Committee's by-laws. However,
David Lee, director of student
services, proposed that the Committee must be strict with these
organizations by enforcing this
rule. When John Gillespie suggested imposing a time limit in which
to submit the receipts, no figure
could be agreed upon, so the exact
time limit remains flexible.

In concluding the meeting,
Chairman Jeff Meltzer mentioned
that in the future, MBOG is likely
to request considerable funds for a
spring weekend and a big spring
concert, ideas which he recommended that the Budget Committee members begin considering.
Lastly, he announced that early
next semester, the Committee will
review the budgets of all organizations.

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per hour while on
vacation or on weekend,"

$3

plus 500 postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 33401

Morgan Press. 1978
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Students Protest Speech
•cont. from page 1
noise grew louder. He told the
TRIPOD that, "I was under the
impression that Americans were
interested in hearing other points
• of view. If I can't speak tonight, I
can't speak." He acknowledged
that the situation in South Africa
"dictates trouble."
Sitting in the front of McCook,
looking quite concerned, was the
speaker's wife. As the chanting in
and out of the auditorium continued, she said that "I think it's
terribly sad. We were invited here.
It's quite shocking and I'm upset.
How would you feel if you went to
another country and this happened
to you?"
As the lecture began, there was
heckling both inside and outside of
the room. In the lobby of McCook
where the chants of "Free South
Africa Now" were getting pro, gressively louder, one protester,
Marty Kanoff said, "We're letting
him speak. We're just making him
aware we don't like his policies.1'
At 8:00, what had been a noisy
protest once again quieted down
with a warning from one of the
protest leaders, Alan Martin, that a
continued disruption would lead to
a termination of the speech. He
continued, "let him say a couple of
words before we start again."
Shearar was forced to divert
from his writtin text to answer
spontaneous questions from the
audience, This caused WAC moderator Terek to interrupt saying, "1
really don't think this combative
exchange serves any purpose.''
A vote was then taken in the
audience as to whether or not the
format should be changed from
lecture to question-answer. Although the vote was overwhelming-

ly in favor of continuing in the
existing manner, heckling and
chants of "Down with Apartheid"
continued. Again Terek threatened
to terminate the meeting and once
again there was quiet.
No sooner had Shearar continued by saying that "I'm not
trying to convince anybody, but
there is a point of view," than the
meeting totally broke down. The
protesters from the lobby stormed
the auditorium and forced a
forty-five minute delay in the
speech.
While Trinity Security
stood by helplessly, the protesters
in the auditorium, now numbering
some 75, chanted, "Free South
Africa Now!" They banged wood
on the chairs while milling around
the auditorium and taunting Shearar. Outside the auditorium Martin
and Hornung were giving the
thumbs-up signal.
The noise continued in the
auditorium:, while many of the paid
spectators sat quietly. As he sat
separated from the protesters by no
more than three feet, Shearar told
the Tripod, "I wouldn't like to
comment on it. Everybody has the
right to do and say as they want. If
some don't want to hear me, t h a t ' s
their right. If others do, that's
their right. I've given many
lectures in the last year and been
heard out by normally courteous
American audiences, and I don't
regard this as typical of America."

Temporarily giving up his effort
to speak, Shearar was herded out of
the auditorium through a back
door. Dean of Students David
Winer arrived to survey the
situation and concluded that an
attempt would be made to continue
the speech elsewhere.
While Winer was speaking,
relations between protestors and
paid spectators were worsening.
One of the latter commented, "I
may not agree with Shearar, but I
sure want to hear what he has to
say."
An angry exchange took place
between a protestor who shouted,
"Why don't you bring Hitler
here?" and the woman spectator
who responded, "We've got him
here in the form of you."
Basically, there was much
wandering around and confusion as
to the status of the speech. With an
apparent satisfaction over the
disruption of the speech, though,
the protestors began to disperse.
Winer announced the resumption of the speech in the Washington Room, and those remaining in
the audience removed themselves
to that location. At-9*10 the speech
resumed in a room guarded by four
Trinity Security Officers. Although
a few protestors were in attendance, there were no further
disturbances, and some of the
demonstrators left before Shearar
had terminated his discussion.

WRTC-FM Sports presents a
half-hour football season wrap-up.
Join Bobby Parzych and Mike
Tinati for a complete look at
Trinity's season Tuesday, November 23 at 6:30 on WRTC, 89.3 on
yourF.M, dial.

PIZZA HOUSE

Kliotn byRickSager

Nancy Teeters, assistant director and chief economist for the House
Budget Committee delivered the annual Mead Lecture in
Economics, last Monday November 15. Before a large gathering in
the Life Science Auditorium, Teeters lectured on "The Quiet
REvoIution in Congress and its Implications for the Economy."

Media Stifled "76 Elections
It wasn't much of an
election.
True, there was the usual
backslapping and handjiving with
Democracy, the champagne
splashes and victory statements
marvelling at how good and
downright American the campaign
had been. And in hotels from coast
to coast on November 2, cut-rate
local politicians and their ilk were
reveling in that sustained election
buzz they cop once a year.
But for the rest of America, it
just wasn't much of an election.
Not that the moguls who juggle the
fates of the yearly contests-the
media, government, and American
tradition^didn't try their damndest
to enthuse the citizenry about the
dogfight for the presidency. The
stifling amounts of campaign reportage spit out daily by the media,
coupled with the canned series of
debates staged by the League of
Women Voters, made Carter and
Ford easily the most publicly
exposed candidates in American
political history.
More media representatives
junketed their way to the Democratic and Republican conventions
than did delegates of the political
parties.
However, because Carter and
Ford avoided tangling with substantive issues, concentrating on
each other's most recent gaffe, the
race never got past the joking
stage. People simply weren't interested.
"Walter Cronkite's own figures
show that nobody took the election
with a large plurality, (47%) I
concede to Nobody," said Peter
Camejo,
Presidential
Candidate of the. Socialist Workers
Party.

CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
P/ZZA WILL BE READY WHEN YOU ARRIVE
BUY 4 PIZZAS •ANY'SIZE'- GET THE 5th ONE FREE

By playing up the unexpected
showing, dismal as it was, the
moguls employed a trick that
Jimmy Carter taught them last
winter, while campaigning in Iowa
and New Hampshire as a political
unknown. According to the Village
Voice's Ken Auletta, the sucker
bait is this: "feign surprise with
your victories and let no one be
surprised by your losses,''
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So 53.3% was a pretty sorry
showing. But because of gloomy
pre-election speculation on voter
Tot
turnout by all the leading pollsters
and pundits—Peter Hart of WashLcs
ington predicted that less than half
Ed
the American electorate would
the
bother to grace the polls—any
adr
majority turnout was bound to
considered a coup and a positive . "al
sign for the el ctpral system.
ent
The media and campaign bignar
wigs were exuberant over the . . adr
heavy ballotting, gloating that the*
and
American people were not as
con
apathetic as portrayed and were
stai
truly concerned with the election
ton
results. "Maybe turning out was a
tior
way for the public to get back at the
out
pollsters," ventured Gray Davis,
app
an aide to California's Jerry Brown.
app

BEER KEGS

(ACROSS F R O M TRSNlfY C A M P U S )

. Richard Starori, Prop.

And nobody it was. Despite the
largest number of citizens ever to
vote in an election, 80 million, the
percentage of eligible voters who
cast their ballots was only 53.3%,
the lowest percentage since the
Dewey-Truman election in 1948,
according to the New York Times,
in tne'otner major democracies ot
the Western world, such as Canada, France and Great Britain, turnouts run about 75 or 80 percent.
And nearly 90 percent vote in
Germany and the Scandinavian
countries.
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Editorial
Apartheid Demonstration
The demonstration during Jeremy Shctirar's speech concerning"Accommodation in South Africa" has sparked mixed and fervent reactions from many people
present at his address last Thursday. Some of the spectators questioned the unruly
mob's right to violate this man's free expression of his "point of view"; some
condemned the protest as being disrespectful to the dignity of an esteemed public
servant; others criticized the demonstration as being "disruptive" and
"counter-productive" to what could have been a potentially enlightening
experience.
The TRIPOD believes, however, that the portest was a necessary and productive
occurrence. The demonstration was necessary in the sense that it openly aired
many peoples' contempt for South Africa's brutal apartheid in which Mr. Shearar is
a willing participant; the protest was productive because It prompted many
complacent and probably uninformed individuals to contemplate the severity of the
issue.
Let us examine the issue of South African accommodation in terms of Mr.
Shearar's government, the capacity he holds in such a government, and the
significance of his presence at Trinity.
Mr. Shearar, a member of the official South African delegation to the United
States, represents a regime that has committed itself to the preservation of white
supremacy since 1910. Even though Mr. Shearar and his government claim that
South Africa is a republic with free elections, the black majority remains without
franchise. In South Africa, more than eighteen million blacks are governed by less
than four million whites. Economically, the blacks which comprise over 70 percent
of the population earn less than 20 percent of the national income, while the whites

Supported

which comprise less than 18 percent of the population, earn approximately 73
percent of the national income. The Bantustan policy of South Africa calls for 87
percent of the land to be given to whites while 13 percent of the land shall be
reserved for blacks. As the white minority controls the power, wealth and land, the
black majority is forced to exist and work in conditions akin to slavery.
It is indeed ironic that the protest was criticized for denying the speaker's right
to free speech—especially when the speaker's government sanctions many blatant
and repressive denial of civil liberties. Since 1950, the South African government
has passed 59 laws designed to "protect the security of the State," which in reality
give the State arbitrary power to stop and punish individuals for any undefined
crime. During the past two and one-half decades, several thousands of people have
lost their freedom of expression as well as opposition to the State as a result of this
awesome security legislation.
It is also disappointing that many people regard the protest as an obstacle In the
way of what could have been an innocently enlightening experience. Mr. Shearar is
not just a traveling lecturer offering his candid "point of view" on South African
policy to audiences across the nation; he is a high ranking administrator of a system
which perpetuates itself on the exploitation and deprivation of the majority. His
very official position called upon him to not only inform, but to endounigc foreign
support of his government and its doctrines. By inviting Mr. Shearar to speak at
Trinity, the Hartford Council on World Affairs has recognized the legitimacy of his
government, and thus has implicitly acknowledged the validity of apartheid.
In support of the protest, the TRIPOD challenges the legitimacy of this form of
government and its representative.

Letters
Dow on Interviews, Essays and 'Human Questions'
To the Editor:
I was disappointed to read
Leslie Brayton's recent letter to the
Editor in which she observed that
the only, relevant value in Trinity's
admissions policy appears to be the
"ability to pay." That Ms. Brayton
gleaned from .the. Tripod article
entitled "The Preppie Image",that
narrow conception of the College's
. admissions policies, is disturbing,
and I should like to make some
comments in response to her
statement--a statement Ms. Brayton offered as a possible explanation for what she called a "fading
out of interviews for prospective
applicants and essays on the
application."
I must begin by taking brief
argument with the Tripod for the

manner in which I was quoted,
since the statement Ms. Brayton
found to be "articulate" on my part
was, in fact, a Tripod writer's
vaguely accurate condensation of
several statements I made. But
more important now is the need to
clarify for Ms. Brayton a few of the
attitudes of the Admissions Office.
To that end, let me say that the
number of personal interviews
conducted by the members of the
admissions staff is greater than ever. But what has risen so much
more sharply in the last few years
has been the number of applicants.
In order to treat our candidates as
fairly as possible, we have not
emphasized the role of the interview in the admissions procedure,
for to do so would penalize those
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who are not able to spend time with
one of the admissions staff. More
critically, the lack of emphasis on
the interview means that the
decision will be more dependent
(and properly so, we believe) on
subjective commentary supplied by
teachers and counselors who know
the candidates far better than we
could hope to know them through
thirty minute visits. Consequently,
the interview at Trinity is not
meant to be a trial or a contest, but
it is the opportunity for the
candidate and admissions member
to discuss the aspects of the
College and anything else which
might aid the candidate in trying to
make an intelligent decision regarding college choice.
It 'is true that the Trinity
application does not require an
essay, but it certainly invites one:
"While the components of your
application to Trinity College are
designed to render reliable and
relevant information about you,
there may be an important dimension missing which only your
writing can provide us. We hope
you will take the opportunity to
express yourself on a separate
page." While not an essay question technically, this statement on
the personal application form seeks
to encourage candidates to write
something of real importance to

them, something revealing of their
motives, their literacy, their learning styles, something that matters.
I don't see this as a manifestation
of some administrative scheme tc
eliminate diversity from this community, or to attract a "meek,
graduate school oriented population." On the contrary, it's a good
technique--a fair technique-enabling candidates the greatest opportunity for honesty, candor, and
self-definition.
The admissions staff, through
interviews, school visits and group
information sessions, probably
comes into contact with as many as
ten thousand secondary school
students per year. Last year,
requests for freshman application
forms numbered over seven thousand. The number
of final,
completed applications was almost
thirty-three hundred. Fifteen
hundred were admitted. A little
over five hundred enrolled. Certainly, the Admissions Office function should (and, I believe, does)
encompass an effort to attract and
enroll persons of many interests,
backgrounds and concerns.
I should add that, when I
entered Trinity in 1969, there
could be found here a number of
"innovative, avante-garde, selfmotivated students," and' many
Trinity students did "put up a fuss,

protest, sit-in and scare away
alumni money." I'm sure 1 wasn't
the only freshman who found
Trinity to be an exhilarating place
in many ways. But i believe it
would be incorrect to assume that
such a variety of enthusiasms was
the product of a singular admissions effort, when instead it
was rather characteristic of an era
defined by political activism, social
revolution and academic innovation.
If we suppose that diversity,
like beauty, is appreciated by those
who recognize it. and that our
community is only as diverse as we
recognize each other to be, could it
be that the current concern regarding the College's "lack of diversity" has fallen too conveniently
into the category of "grievance,"
when more legitimately we might
consider from where this suspicion
that we are not diverse has come,
whether it has intellectual validity,
and how it relates to us as members
of a community? I hope it won't be
construed as "circumlocution" if 1
suggest that we be willing to look
beyond an admissions office for
answers to some fairly important
human questions.
Sincerely,
Larry R. Dow
Assistant Director of Admissions

Students5 'Appalling Behaviour'
To the Editor:
On Thursday night last, I went
to McCook Auditorium to hear the
Minister of the Republic of South
Africa to the United States, Mr.
Jeremy Shearar, speak about the
political situation in his country. I
cannot be more precise about the
content of his speech. I was fate
and missed the beginning, and not
very long after I arrived, the
prptesters standing outside the
room clapping and chanting, and
those inside who contented themselves by interrupting the Minister
with indignant questions and hooting, joined forces in the auditorium. By constantly chanting
"Peace in South Africa Now" over
and over again, they effectively
stopped Mr, Shearar from delivering his address. No doubt you will

have reported all these events, and
more, in this issue of the Tripod.
I should like to say that Mr.
Shearar's conduct in the face of
such appalling behavior was
commendably dignified and truly
admirable. Those people who were
demonstrating so vocally, however,
made me feel ashamed of being a
Trinity student. Their actions were
unworthy of the presumably intelligent and enlightened, let alone
civilized, people they (no doubt)
think they are. I apologized to the
Minister for the shameful reception
he had been accorded. I am not a
particular admirer of the South
African or Rhodesian regimes, but
I felt compelled to do so nonetheless.
I suppose the people responsible for this marvelous display of
rule by shouting were pleased with

what they accomplished, But when
you think about it, you wonder
what it is they achieved. Is South
Africa any better off? Granted,
they did manage to silence one
man, but that is not much to boast
of. Certainly, they did not endear
themselves to the majority of the
people in the auditorium (before
the interruption) who, by a hand
vote, had indicated their desire to
let Mr. Shearar finish his speech,
and ask questions of him afterwards.
1 went to hear Mr. Shearar
speak because I wanted to know
more about South Africa than one
can glean from newspapers. 1 left
none the wiser, and disgusted by
the behavior of some of my fellow
Students.
•
Yours truly,
John Shannon, '77
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More Letters
Administrational Oversight in Admissions?
To the Editor:
In response to the news analysis
of two weeks ago and an editorial
last week, there is wholehearted
agreement with Chip Adams' reply
that the word "prep" and the
"preppie" image are "ill-defined
generalizations." But does that
alleviate or make the problem of
student division on campus any
less severe? Not one economist has
been able to satisfactorily define
underdevelooment. but does that
mean that underdevefopment
doesn't exist in third world economies today? The lack of diversity
prevalent at Trinity is a serious
.problem which must be remedied
immediately if this college is to
remain a viable institution in the
eyes of the academic community.
This is most accurately exemplified by a quote of Randy Lee in
the analysis written by Charles
Spicer and, Stephen Forsling when
he said, "...any image which
conveys a rigid sense of the way
people ought to behave is inherently less growth producing. It
makes it mbre difficult for people to

express themselves." Isn't personal growth, both intellectual and
cultural, the main goal of small
academic liberal arts colleges?
The problem lies not with the
social environment that exists. It
manifests itself in the fact that
there are no alternatives. During a
student's freshman year, he is
forced to either accept or reject
Trinity socially. Either he conforms
to the "preppie image" or he rejects it outright, leaving him with
feelings of alienation and antagonism toward the other side.
Is this a major reason why only
15% of the college community felt
that there were more public school
students than private at Trinity,
when in fact there really are?
Could it be that a large majority of
those students, with public school
backgrounds have successfully
alienated themselves socially from
the college either by moving off
campus or jtist by making themselves invisible to the remainder of
the community because of their
disgust?
. In the news analysis, the

admissions office misleadingly
gives the public school/private
school student ratio for the classes
of 1977 and 1978 (roughly
60%/40% and 55%!4S%, respectively, but fails to mention that the
difference between the number of
students with public and private
school backgrounds for the
Class of 1980 is only approximately
ten students out of more than 500.
Then the admissions office goes on
to say that this ratio is "roughly the
same, perhaps a few percentage
points different" than other liberal
arts colleges. Does "roughly the
same" compare with the 60%/40%
statistic of the Class of 1977 or the
51%/49% for the Class of 1980?
There is a difference!! How much
is a few percentage points? Why
has the difference between the two
percentages decreased drastically
at least five years in a row?
The question is now, why does
this problem exist? I seriously
cannot accept the "it's not our fault
attitude" of the administration and
the admissions office.
The admissions office bucks

Music Changes Needed
To the Editor and all Classmates:
I attended a high school with a
student
population
of
approximately 1500. Throughout
my four years I involved myself
with the music department which
proved to be a most productive and
fruitful experience. I then came to
Trinity and found that there was no
wind ensemble, marching band, or
orchestra in the music department,
but that there was' simply a choir.
1 had hoped very eagerly to be
part of a college wind ensemble but
to my disillusionment I found that
this was not possible. I further
learned that the reasoning behind
not having these musical organizations was many-fold. It has been
said by the administration that if a
student has a sincere interest and
lability, he or she may attend the
Ftartt Conservatory; or, any other
.fine institution in the: Hartford
area.; It has furthermore been said
that the belief of the administration
was that there was not the^ concern
for such an organization to exist
..when I myself in particular have
found four members in the brass
section, five members in the
Woodwind section, and two percussionists .who are more than
anxious to be part of this wind
ensemble.
1 -would like to describe to ail
those persons interested the two
types of organizations I would like
to see created, One would consist
of forty members (an expanded
wind ensemble with one player per

part) who would be admitted by
audition only. This group would be
performing Grade V or Grade VI
music and meet as does the choir
with the same serious intentions.
The other organization I know
would be greatly appreciated by
the football team. I am in the belief
that the excellent football team that
we possess at Trinity would
appreciate
a
professionapply
executed
marching
band to "pep" up games and
crowd involvement.
I therefore question why this
vital part of any creditable institution has been eliminated from
Trinity. 1 do not believe it is just to
say to a student who is interested in
music and wishes to continue
his/her interest at a college level
that he or she must attend another
institution to do so.
Those administrators who fear
or complain that this idea would
attempt to compete with the other
institution's .musical departments
are very mistaken. I submit to
those with that belief that having a
morale, boosting organization such
as a marching band and a wind
ensemble can only aid the reputation of Trinity as a fine institution
with a student body comprised of
diversified talents who use these to
better their involvement in their
college, for which they have great
pride. If we do not provide this
facet of involvement, then I submit
to you, the administration, that it is
you who are creating an avenue of

' 'non-involvement.''
To those students who are
interested in seeing Trinity-have a
wind ensemble, I would like to
inform you of the following: Trinity
will not go out and beg for a
superior musical organization to
be on campus, but would be
delighted to accept and acknowledge such an organization as a
part of Trinity College. It has been
further told to me that if a large
group of students showed a concern and all those with this interest
went to the President's office in an
official request for the creation of
this organization to be a part of
their education at Trinity, then the
organization would be created on
this campus.
It is for these reasons that I
would like all those interested to
either see me, write me, or call me
before you leave on your Thanksgiving Holiday. If enough interest
is shown, which I know will occur,
then I can confidently say we will
have these two new Musical
Organizations on our campus.
BUT, if there is no response, then I
can say that I will be beaten and
will become another one of the
hundreds who have conformed to
this situation at Trinity ^and will
attend some other institution in the
downtown Hartford area to further
my musical interests.
WAITING TO HEAR FROM ALL
STUDENTS,
Kevin Plancher
(A non-music major) Box 1917

itself of the responsibility by saying
that it "...loses control in the
middle of the process; it has no say
in which of the accepted students
decides to attend." By the time
acceptance notices are sent, it is
already too late to change the
outlook of the following year's
class. I can't believe that the office
doesn't know approximately how
many students will accept the
admissions offer from each sector,
public and private, from previous
year's statistics.
The answer is not to lower or
raise the admissions standards for
any one group but to guarantee
that more public school students
apply, through increased recruitment and publicity. Why is it that
numerous high school students
from central Jersey readily acknowledge the existence of Wesleyan, Williams, and Amherst, yet
have not heard about. Trinity
College? Why is it that I'm the only
person from my high school, at
least in the last decade, to have
even applied to Trinity, no less
attend? Contrary to popular belief,
there exist many public ischool
students who academically and
financially fit Trinity's admission
policy! It just takes a slight effort
on the part of the admissions office
to show them that the school exists.
The best but probably most
expensive solution would be a visit
by a member of the college
administrative staff to every high
school possible in the northeast.
President Lockwood was quoted as
saying that "Prep schools are
smaller, more open to visitation by
admissions..," Does he mean to
say that an admissions person from

Trinity might be denied the chance
to talk to public school seniors if he 1
requested it?
Another solution could be that a
group of volunteer alumni could be
set up by geographical areas to
oversee the applicant pool of that
area and to be personally involved
in the quest for admission by each
applicant. This procedure works
well in many colleges both large
and small. A good example is
Lafayette College, a small school
in Pennsylvania, which submits
each candidate's name to an
alumni representative in that person's area. This representative ^
then interviews each applicant and
personally calls on him frequently
to aid in any problems which may
have arisen.
A less extensive but still
efficient method for gathering
greater public school ..support J
would be to send a letter to every
public secondary school from
Maine to Maryland spelling out the
admissions policy of the college,
The guidance counsellors of each
school could then publicize the
existence of Trinity to those who
they deem as qualified for admission at a minimal cost to the
college.
These are just a few of the
infinite number of methods of
changing the homogeniety that
exists on campus. Has it been an
oversight for not instituting these
or any related solutions or is it a
distinct policy to retain the, prep
school atmosphere on the part of
the administration? What ever
happened to Dean Winer's griev- \
ance, committee?
:
Jeffrey H. Seibert 79
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* Thanks for the Van

To the Editor:
First of all I would sincerely like'
to extend my appreciation to all
those students who voted in favor
of a van on campus. It was very
gratifying to see that such a large
percentage of the student body felt
that the traditional types of programs offered were not sufficient to
satisfy the great majority of the
campus population, 1 would also
like to say that your votes now
bring the reality of a van closer to
fruition. Secondly I would like to
state to those of you who for one
reason or another could not support
the van proposal, that I hope any
fears you might hold about the SGA
wasting money, or about the van
meeting a fate similar to the last
student van, or whatever, will
become groundless in the future
and that you too will partake of the
van. Perhaps it is too early to
dissuade you from your views, but I

feel that your views, while well
deserved now, will fade away as
the van goes into operation.
In summing up the victory, I
hope to see this van in operation as
soon as possible with a target date
of January 17, 1977. With the
opening of the second semester, we

hope to have the van in our
possession and running. This
would be a supreme boost for
campus life and for students in
general. Remember the only ones
you have to thank are yourselves.
Sincerely,
Jeff Mcllzer

Trin Tops in Blood
which we have enjoyed for the past
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this oppor- few years. I would like to thank
tunity to thank all those who were everyone who worked at the Blood
involved in some way with the Red mobile and who recruited donors.
Cross Bloodmobile on last Tues- My special thanks go to the
day. The Red Cross succeeded in Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho (Crow)
collecting 337 pints of blood. who donated much of their time
Among these were 165 first-time and were instrumental in making
donors which is a very impressive this affair a success. To everyone,
figure. Those statistics give Trinity thanks again, and I'll see you in the
the highest ratio of donors to Spring.
Appreciatively,
students in the state, a distinction
' GilChilders
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48 German pronoun
ACffOSS
49 •
tide
1 Pocket the cue ball 50 Certain lodge
S Airline company
member
14 Beforehand bargain 51 Fur coat material
15 Large shellfish
55 Wire measure
16 Shoots a gun again 56 Press
17 Leaves
58 Solvent ingredient
18 Lady sheep
60 Incomplete
19 Noisy disturbances 61 Holy places
21 Part of NNP
62 Fitted within one
22 "God's Little
"
another
24 Slender fish
63 Garment-workers
25 Italian seaport
26 Prearranged fight
DOWN
27 Jazz percussion
instruments
1 Butter, jam, etc.
29 Arabian seaport
2 Hair style
30 Elinor of the Met 3 Sports official
32.Gershwin piece, for 4 "
was saying.."
short
5 Infield covering
34 College courses
6 Liz Taylor role,
36 Track team
for short
39 Self-centered one
7 Red-letter woman
43 Newspaper item, for 8 Above; Ger.
short
9 Siestas
44 Makeup,of cards
10 Longshoreman's
46 Football's'"-—
union (abbr.)
Graham
11 Whirlwind
;
47 Laminated mineral 12,Became a contestant

13 Fate
15 Long Island
university
20 Extremely depressed
23 Type of peach
25 Low-pitched
woodwi nd
27 Grammatical
structures
28 Pitcher's statistic
31 Mr. Whitney
33 Slangy throw
35 Sailed
36 Aaron's specialty
37 Texas c i t y

38 Comedian Don — 40 First on the list
(2-wds.)
41 Wood or leather
worker
42 Like some bathing
suits
45 Whip
51 Created
52 Employed
53 Yearn
54 Type of insurance
57 Ending for
correspond
59 Hr.: Conway
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Commentary
The White Judgement
by Rick Hornung

In the back of the auditorium,
he sat, trying to listen. The
speaker, tall and soft spoken,
looked like he would never raise his
hand to a fly. Leaning back on the
wooden chair, Andy wondered if he
ever used a gun against anybody.
Throughout the auditorium, a
crowd chanted "Free South Africa
Now". It was their right to protest
as long as they respected the rights
of the speaker. Andy wondered
how the confrontation between
protesters and speaker would resolve itself. The people from the
Hartford Council were visibly shaken. They did not expect this kind of
evening. To them politics is a
matter of concern and interest—an
after dinner drink to be taken by
the men in their study.
The crowd's chanting became
louder. From outside the auditorium, the black students raised their
voices and accented the syllables in
haunting rythms. For a brief
second, the noise seared Andy. He
remembered listening to his brother tell about the convention in
Chicago and how the police could
not take the noise: but that was a
long time ago—a footnote to
American history as one of the
professors said.
As the crowd rose to its feet,
Andy watched the man respond to
the television cameras. Though he
answered the reporter's question,
his eyes scanned the crowd. Andy
tried to focus on the eyeballs and
trace them as they moved from side
to side. The same thoupht crossed
both minds: will the talk go on"The
reporter finished his interview. The
speaker moved over to the podium.

Those on their feet began to sit.
Andy knew that the talk would
begin and the demonstrators would
use the tension. He decided to stay
and observe. Anyway the man
might be able to speak around the
protesters.
The moderator began a long
winded introduction, warning and
baiting the hostile elements of the
audience. It was not a smart move.
Andy started to see the whole event
as a chess game between bad kids
and tough teacher. For the first and
last time in the evening, he smiled.
The man stood up and wanted
to speak from a prepared text. A
demonstrator confronted both him
and the moderator, yelling that the
debate was over. Andy did not
think that was funny. There was no
chance for debate yet: nothing had
been said so how could there be a
debate. He told himself that he
would not tolerate this strategy.
Either let the man speak or shut
him down fully, but do not tease
him. Whatever is done it should be
done fairly. Yes, one moves that
the other—the game has rules.
Andy propped himself up on his
seat. The confrontation will follow.
Again, the moderator gave a
warning. He was just as mediocre
as the demonstrators. The situation
requires a stern decision—whichever way. The moderator finished
and the man read.
He quoted classical incidents
and Toynbee—all very proper and
long winded. The boos and the
hisses, even the questions were
annoying. It seemed as if there was
no challenge. Andy reclined, listening to (he gentlemanly voice amidst
the chants from the black students.
Andy wondered if the man had

killed. Could that be the voice of a
murderer?
The protesters and the black
students made a move. They raised
the noise level enough so that the
moderator intervened. After the
moderator said his piece, a protester forced himself to be recognized.
He asked about Angola and the
presence of South African troops.
The speaker accepted the question
and gave a long three part answer,
he made many mistakes, letting the
demonstrators interrupt him even
more. At one point, he was put in
the position of defending the
legality of colonialism. The protesters used it effectively. Still,
Andy wanted to hear the man's
speech, Rules are rules.
When the moderator intervened
this time he used the members oi
the Hartford Council for support.
He asked them if they wanted to
change the format and allow a long
question and answer session or let
the man read his speech and then
field questions. The Council voted
to listen to his speech. The
demonstrators interrupted this
process whenever possible. Anything to prevent the man from
getting his point across. They were
doing a good job. Andy knew that
because he was becoming angry.
He had been in the auditorium for

close to an hour and all he heard
was the demonstrators. The man
had read maybe two pages of his
speech. At least the black people
stopped their protest for a brief
while.
The man started again. A few
protesters left. It pleased Andy that
a few had the sense to leave instead
of heckle. The protest had its
chance, but fairness won. After all,
the Council voted on maintaining
the established format.
For a few minutes, the auditorium was quiet. The demonstration
seemed to be over. The man was
not saying anything interesting.
Andy drifted. He looked at the
man's hands. The soft whiteness of
his flesh fell around each finger.
Maybe the man never worked at
hard physical labor. Andy observed
his hands as the high pitched voice
regulated itself into reading the
speech.
It happened quickly. The protestors laughed as the black student
came on stage and asked the man
and the audience if the speech was
finished. Everyone was taken by
surprise. The student repeated the
question and then protesters from
outside entered. This was the end.
They were loud and aggressive.
The speaker knew that he should
have called the event off and not

allow the demonstrators chance to
do so. It was over. People will talk
about it for a while. Angry Andy
left as the protesters chanted.
The next day, he spoke to his
friends. They agreed that the mand
and his government were close to
Hitler, but still rules were rules.
The discussion gave Andy confidence. People re-enforced what he
believed in. As a friend of his said,
the demonstration was a produce of
a few people who took things too
seriously. They closed it down out
of frustration not knowing the
workings of rights, politics, and
debate. It was a rash act. The haste
gave those people a means to let
our frustration.
Reading the newspaper account
later that day, Andy looked at the
man's picture. He wondered if the
man could kill another because of
racial differences. Andy knew that
such things rarely happen in New
England. He stared at the face.
Andy could not decide if this man
was a killer. Setting the paper
down, he stopped thinking about it.
The question could not be answered because rights were denied.
Two days later Andy took his
law boards. That night his friends
threw him a party.

Black Perspective:

Killings on Being Black
by Alan Martin

When an account of Afro-American history is written it will be
objective as well as dispel counter
mythologies. The pale negativism
that pervades that legacy will be
replaced in content as well as
perspective. One contributor to the
shaping of that content and perspective will be John 0. Killings,
author-scholar. "Within the span
of life a man is only a candle in the
wind." Killings has written several
novels about the Black experience
as well as having taught at Trinity
in 1970-71. His feelings about life
aesthetically and in practice flow in
keeping with the Chinese axiom
above.
In his own words he is
"nobody's nigger...Just my own
Black man." He feels that degradation most notably in nomenclature
is a step people must take before
unshackling themselves, "There
are no chinks in China...no spies in
Cuba. Blacks then should not
refer to themselves as "niggers"
and certainly not accept its usage
as an address by others."
Killings brings along with other
concrete ideas, a concept that "we
as Black people should and must be
long distance runners...There have
been many one hundred yard
dashers but..,," he adds, "they
run out of breath." Within the
framework of Long Distance Running there is no advocacy of
gradualism. "We should undertake
every revolutionary action as if it
- would happen the next morning."
^ But retain vision enough to stay
* with it so that fruition will be
assured in posterity...for our childrens' childrens' children.''
Killings anticipates the day
when a "Cultural Revolution" will

eliminate the "Clown in HighHecled sneakers". He maintains as
do other thinkers that we as Black
people have been the target of a
Counter Revolution in the Media.
From "Super Fly" to "Nigger
Charley," "Cleopatra Jones" and
the rest of the Black-Exploitation
films, we are portrayed in stereotypes that exist out of ignorance
as do any other racial myths.
Clandestine profiteers, pimps,
pushers and gangsters that compare only scantilly to Mafia figures
who are ethnic mythological heros
having in one way or another
defied the system. As Richard
Pryor articulates, "White people
know enough about pimps, cause
we's the biggest they got."
Killings instead draws on a long
list of "Distance Runners" such as
Hot Fuller and Vincent Harding,
organizers of "Black World Magazine" and "The Institute of the
Black World" To illustrate what
the revolution can do for itself and
its peoples' future; a victory for the
counter-revolution has been scored
as the Black World periodical
i succumbed to financial anemia.
He continues as he cites Nathan
Hale, Gwendolyn Brooks and
W.E.B. Dubois as just a few of the
models we might like to "run like."
Finally in intimated that we as
a people have taken our
eyes off the ball a little. The
waiting lines for Blax-ploitation
flicks should have been picket
lines. Organizations like the
NAACP should not need the the
support of White bankers to remain
afloat. To be a "Long Distance
Runner" you must be looking
ahead, if one runs with head down
he may not ever find the finish line,
never-the4ess win.

pliiuu hy Jefl Scibcri

Students protest South Africa's racial apartheid policy last Thursday evening outside McCook
Auditorium while J.B. Shearar, Minister of South Africa to the United States spoke inside.

Disappearing Posters
by Jill Sleeve
"We just can't keep any posters
up for any length of time," reports
the Office of College Residences.
"A while ago we put up some fire
safety procedure posters in High
Rise," the office continues, "and
by the next day each one was
gone." This complaint has been
echoed all over campus by student
organizations, fraternities, and any
social services such as the Blood
Bank or Recycling Center.
David Lee, director of student
services, said that he did not feel
the problem of disappearing posters has become too much worse
this year than in any other year.
Director Lee is in charge of the
bulletin boards and posters in
Mather. He explains, "I spend
twelve to fourteen dollars a week
for student help towards maintain-

ing the bulletin boards. Posters are
instructed to be taken down when
they are out of date, not stamped
by the Student Services Office or if
they are not on a bulletin board."
He suggests that the posters
which disappear but are not
officially taken down are done so
because students turn them over
and write their own messages,
students want to put up a poster
where one is already stationed, or
students wish to use the colorful
posters for dorm decorations.

taken down by janitors in dorms.
When questioned, one janitor said
he was instructed to take them
down because when taped to a wall
the tape removes paint, doors with
too many thumbtacked holes warp,
and tape glue hardens to windowpanes. But because there are no
bulletin boards in most dorms,
students are forced to hang posters
in these places.

The Young Democrats report
putting up a Carter/Mondale
banner and fifty posters late one
One anonymous student from night. By six the next morning
South campus admits to taking every poster, including the banner,
between thirty and. forty posters was gone. One Young Democrat.
this year. "Some students don't Bruce Johnson (*80) said, "It
have a lot of money to spend on seems so unnecessary for students
posters," he explains, "and what to take down signs. The only result
could be a cheaper way to is that students aren't informed
about what's going on. Isn't that
decorate?"
Often posters have been seen sort of self-defeating?'"
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Arts and Reviews

' Nelson's lyrics are more poetry
the title of the "latest album by
Be-Bop Deluxe, is a very fitting than anything else. They reflect the
title indeed. Modern Music puts it immensely creative mind that
Every so often, the music world all together; superb songwriting created Be-Bop Deluxe slightly
sees the emergence of a group that is at heart deeply romantic but over two years ago in the town of
which is talented, original and yet simultaneously contains a Wakefield, Yorkshire, England.
quite unlike anything that has come deeper social message; four excel- After a spell at the Wakefield
before. Unfortunately, these occa- lent musicians who are able to College of Art and with some
sions tend to be few and far weave a full-textured sound that folk-guitar background, Bill Nelson
between, and even more unfortu- tantalizes the listener's ear but locally recorded a rather eclectic
nately, these rare groups are often remains extremely melodic; and album called Northern Dreams. It
lost in the hype and jive of guitar work that is clearly in the proved to be the foundation for
Madison Ave. advertising.
vanguard of all the practitioners of Be-Bop Deluxe.
that instrument. It is heavy, yet
Axe Victim, an album that to
Recently, however, that small light, and happy at the same time.
this
date has yet to be released in
little island that lies somewhere off Serious and melancholy at mothe
U.S.,
was Be-Bop Deluxe's first
the coast of France has once again ments, Modern Music can still
album.
Accompanied
by several
presented music fans of the world reach the heights of musical
other studio musicians, it is more of
with an outstanding new group, a ecstasy.
a hard-rock album that Nelson used
group which now, after its fourth
Bill Nelson is the man who to project a David Bowie-esque
album, is making people sit up and
listen. This group is Be-Bop makes Be-Bop Deluxe what it is. image as well as to display his
Bill Nelson formed the group in his amazing guitar "work. Among
Deluxe.
image, changed his image and followers of the British underThere are not too many groups consequently changed the rest of ground scene, it was a classic
that can claim four high quality the group. Bill Nelson writes all the • album. It may never receive the full
albums, each uniquely different in songs and sings all the lyrics. Bill credit it deserves.
Axe Victim laid the base tor
its own way, within the small space Nelson plays lead guitar like few
of two years. Be-Bop Deluxe is one other men alive today. Without a Nelson. The elements that were to
doubt, Bill Nelson is a star. Only become commonplace on future
that can.
albums are found here. An acute
In many ways, Modern Music, time will tell how big a star he is.
by Ira Goldman

interest in science fiction (2001
Space Odyssey is Nelson's favorite
film), influences both in the realm
of poetry and film-making from
Jean Cocteau, a fascination with
seagulls, and complex instrumentation mixed with innovative,
melodic guitar work.
Next came Futurama, with
many of the afore-mentioned elements present. But it was a new
image-gone forever were the Bowie
influences- and more importantly,
a new band. Simon Fox became the
percussionist,
and Charles
Tumahai the bassist. Roy Thomas
Baker did the production (Queen's
producer) and the similarities to
Queen were there. It pointed out a
new direction-and the excellent
songwriting, guitar and overall
sound won the band a following in
Britain, and marked them as a
group to be watched.
Early this year came Sunburst
Finish. The group's sound was
expanded with the addition of
Andrew Clarke on keyboards.
Aimed a bit more at commercial
appeal, the roughness of Futurama

was smoothed out. A couple of hit
singles put the album well up in the
British charts and U.S. FM stations
quickly took to the album. Catchy,
yet sophisticated, Sunburst Finish
was proof that Bill Nelson was
more than merely another good
guitarist. Be-Bop Deluxe was now
three-for-three.
In October came Modern
Music. As before, the evolutionary
process moved forward. The few
weak spots on Sunburst Finish
were long gone, Clarke was now
better integrated on keyboards. All
the elements fell together. The
perfect single-Kiss of Light is
making it big in the U.S. Along
with the short songs is the perfect
long song-the side long Modern
Music, Dancing in the Moonlight,
Honeymoon on Mars, Lost in the
Neon World, Dance of the Uncle
Sam Humanoids, Forbidden
Lovers, Down on Terminal Street,
and finally Nelson's ultimate goal,
Make the Music Magic.
Modem Music is everyone's
album. Bill Nelson should be
everyone's star. Buy it and see.

Wat kin's Edvard Munch at the Atheneum
by Nina George

Suddenly, flash forward: 1879. meaning of the images. There is
Peter Watkins' Edvard Munch* A group of 'Bohemian' left-wing constant intermizing of the docucurrently playing at the new radicals gathers in a cafe to discuss mentary style interviews and
Atheneum Cinema, is a highly and protest the pressing issues of narration, with 'straight' dramatic
unusual 'portrait of the artist as a the times. Sex. Freedom. Social- biographical cinema.
The entire film is photographed
young man.' This intense, exqui- ism. Munch is among them, silent,
sitely beautiful film successfully caught between two worlds. The through a bluish-gray filter that
combines several different genres camera cuts to Dr. Munch repri- produces early-Impressionist-style
of filmmaking to create a powerful manding Edvard at table, for his images. Paintings such as Degas'
documentary of both Munch's life unaccounted-for late nights out. "The Cotton Merchants" and
and the Europe of the late 19th The maid is looking suggestively at "The Bellalie Family" could very
Munch. We know they are having well be 'stills' from this film.
century.
The film opens with Christiania, an affair. Later he will paint her in Watkins has created an impresNorway (now Oslo) in 1884. The the nude. Suddenly, a socialist sionist portrait of an expressionist
camera introduces us to Edvard woman from the cafe group is painter.
The film is beautiful, but
(Geir Westby) and the Munch being interviewed by the invisible
family. It appears to be a nice, questioner. She speaks about free suffers from a major photographic
costumed period piece. Then, love, independence, morality. Cut problem. Nearly every scene is in
unexpectedly, a narrator's voice to Edvard. He begins his painting gigantic, detailed close-up focus.
intrudes, coldly giving us the date career. Just as Jaeger (Kars People walking in the street are
and a variety of damning sociol- Stormark), the radicals' leader, is photographed only from the eyes
logical data about Christiania in writing a noval to lay bare his down and the knees up. There are
1884. A prosperous Protestant tormented, iconoclastic inner life, no long shots, no wide-angle takes.
bourgeoisie dominates the city. so Munch begins to paint his own There is no visual relief normally
Tuberculosis is rampant. Over one emotional life, transferring the provided by over-views and shots
third of the labor force is composed conflicts that have already been with distance-perspective. The
of children under 18. They work 11 exposed in the film onto canvas. effect produced by this intense,
boxed-in photography is an atmoshours a day. Their working-class Expressionism is born.
phere of alienated, claustrophobic
parents work even longer. An
Norway, 1885. Naturalism
invisible interviewer questions
dominates the established arts. paranoia. In as much as Watkins
workers about their lives. They The narrator furnishes more perti- wants to convey the conditions
candidly speak into the camera, nent historical information; arts which ultimately drove Munch and
revealing with dogged resignation critics are interviewed, Munch's his sister, Laura, to insanity, and
the painful conditions of their own diary is read from by the his brother Peter-Andreas to suiexistence. (Oh, says the audience, commentator, his life continues to cide, he succeeds. However, the
this is going to be a sociological be played out by the oblivious feeling is contagious. After 2Vi
documentary instead of an artsy costumed characters. Watkins con- hours of this intense, unstable
costume drama.) But then the tinues the film in this jumbled confusion, the audience feels as
camera jumps to Munch's large, style, all the way to the end. As in exhausted and irritated as those in
comfortable middle-class family viewing a cubist painting, it is the Munch's circle must have felt.
silently stuffing themselves in audience's task to organize the
These are the major drawbacks
their well-furnished dining room.
Flashbacks to Munch's childhood.
Bloody coughing. Consumption.
Death. His mother reading her will.
Strong religious lectures. Guilt
feelings. A harsh father.
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Bring in this ad and you will
receive a 10% 'DISCOUNT!
CONCERT TICKETS AVAILABLE
Linda Ronstadt-Dec. 7

of the film: its length, close-up chronicles Munch's affair with
focus, and constant, rapid and Mrs. Heiberg (Gro Fraas) which he
confusing intercutting. Neverthe- seems to see as the major
less, Watkins has created an inspiring, and also destructive and
incredible vision of the way in defeating, force in Munch's life.
which an artist comes to produce
Anyone interested in the artistic
the work he does. Watkins brings
in the immediate socio-political and process (both of "painting and
economic conditions, the man's filmmaking), in connection with
own psychological background society and history (even if not a
caused by his family conflicts and Munch fan) should take in this
repressive upbringing, and the excellently conceived film, playing
influences of the Bohemian and through December 1 at the new
socialist intelligentsia of the Atheneum Cinema.
period. Last but not least, Watkins
* Pronounced "Mounk".

, BARGAIN ^MATINEES:

$1.50T0Dltl
MUliTIL2:30l»ML "

SHOWCASE
'INTERSTATE 84 EXIT 58
ACRES
''SILVER LANE • ROBERTS STREET
OF FREE
^LIGHTED PARKING
EAST HARTFORD 568-8810 J
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MINUTE
WARNING

Mon.-Wed. 2:10, 7:10, 9:35
Thurs.-Sun. 2:05, 4:30, 7:10,
9:35

Roman Polansky's
THE TENANT
Mon.-Wed. 2:10, 7:10, 9:35
Thurs.-Sun. 2:05, 4:30, 7:10
9:35

MARATHON
J£: In Cofor a paramount ptctura

Mon.-Wed. 2 : 1 5 , 7 : 1 0 , 9:40
Thurs.-Sun. 2:10, 4:45, 7:15,
9:40.

'CARRIE'
If Only they knew she had
the power
Mon-Fri 2:15, 7:45, 9:50
Sat, sun 2, 4:05, 5:55, 7:45,
9:50

fn Concert and Beyond
(PQ)Mon-m.2.7, 9:35
LED ZEPPELIN
Sat. S u n . 2,4:35, 7, 9:35
The Song Remains the Same

Civic Center

92 New Britain
ftve.
°P
across from Cieri.'s Pharmacy

en

SPECIAL LATE SHOW OF >***«.
"Carrie" and "Led Zeppelin"
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More Arts
Choir Creates Medieval Mood
by Nina George

who came before us in Christian
history.
The Trinity Concert Choir's
Bach himself intended this
recent (Nov. 14) performance of Lutheran communion-ritual music
J.S. Bach's Mass in B minor was to be played in the context of a
both enhanced and disaclvatitageu church service. Thus, aside from
by its integration with an evening the present beauty of combined
ritual and great music, this arworship service at the Chapel.
In terms of atmospheric aes- rangement served as a vehicle for
thetics, the candlelit night-time keeping in touch with both musical
service amidst the neo-gothic and religious tradition, providing a
splendor of the Trinity Chapel was certain learning experience apart
sheer spiritual poetry. To exper- from its pure pleasure.
The drawback of such an
ience the processional accompanied by soft organ music, the arrangement can only be conceived
collective prayers,, and the com- of in comparison to the conditions
munity gathered to worship God, under which large-scale religious
music, or both, was to partake of a music has come to be performed in
peacefulness and unity seldom contemporary times. Generally,
this Bach mass is heard in a concert,
experienced in these hectic end-ofsemester days. One gained a hall, or on records^ flawless and
sense—albeit somewhat imagin- uninterrupted. Being somewhat
ed—of the way in which church rite used to this type of concert, this
and its accompanying liturgical reviewer found the interruptions of
music must have appealed to those the readings, prayers, hymns and
offering disruptive'to the musical

etepes

Exquisite dining atmosphere
lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch,
after-theatre treats
open daily from 11:00 a.m.
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continuity of Bach's work. The
orchestras' tuning before' each
section of the Mass was necessary,
but aesthetically irritating.
Comprised of outside professional and student musicians, and
two Trinity players, the "orchestra
performed extremely competently,
despite a few problems with timing
and dynamics. The Concert Choir,
directed by Jonathan Reilly, sang
very well after passing over one or
two nervous entrances. The choir
and the orchestra were not together
in a few places, but this in no way
marred the total performance.
I was particularly pleased with
the powerful "Kyrie" opening, the
lively "Gloria," and the lyrical
"Sanctus" section. Although this
latter was not part of the original
Missa composed by Bach in 1733
for the Dresden Court, he later
successfully integrated this section
(and others), borrowing bits of
music from his own earlier compositions.
The visiting soloists added a
mature dimension to the youthful
Trinity voices, although even the
accomplished soprano (Marsha
Hogan) from Hartford Conservatory had some minor timing
problems.
A Trinity music major observed, "We were more prepared for
this concert than we've ever
been...we were very pleased." The
audience seemed to equally enjoy
this work, which is not often
presented in its entirety, in the
context of a Vespers service.
,
ATTENTION SPORTS
WRITERS!!!!!!!!
There will be an important
meeting of all current and
prospective sports writers to
make assignments for the
Winter season TONIGHT ai
7:00 p.m. in the TRIPOD
office, Seabury 34. If you
cannot attend, call Howard
Lombard at 247-3216.

BELMONT
RECORD SHOP
Largest inventory in Connecticut
and only 5 blocks from Trinity!
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,PRESENTINGLD.CARD*

163 Washington Street

The Wager a Success
by Nina George

Once again ' Trinity's theatre
talent has triumphed with last
Saturday's Jesters' production of
The Wager by Mark Medoff
(directed by Tim Angle. This
somewhat difficult play was given
an excellent performance. The four
characters managed to sustain
nearly 3 hours worth of fast-moving
dialogue and close-packed emotionalism with much clever timing
and sincere feeling. Medoff s subtle sarcasm and black intellectual
humor came through with resounding clarity to produce uproarious laughter from the audience.
The lines were difficult and tricky,
and aside from a few minor slips,
were delivered well by all.
Steve Forsling as the neurotic,
diabolical punster (Leeds) was
particularly adept at the complex
repartees called for in the script.
Jim Abrams as Ward, the selfabsorbed super-jock and sexual
athlete, played his role with ease
and believable candor. The part of
Ron, the milquetoast professor of
microbiology, was competently
performed by Chris Hanna. He was
somewhat unconvincing age-wise,
but his portrayal of a foolish
cuckolded husband displayed sentiment and dramatic presence. The
least polished performance was
given by Cynthia Riker as Honor,

For Sate
1968 Chevy Carry-All. Good condition
$700.00. 522-3652. Trinity Box U Ask
for Bill.
Altec Speakers, 3-way with equalizer.
$325/00 Contact Mario, Trinity Box
1256.
Thoreils tiirmable-TD 165 & Shure V-15
Type III Cartridge. Call 728-5064, Best
offer.
Great Christmas presents. Handmade
Ecuadorean scarves, very few left. Call
2£6-8184 or stop by Goodwin 34
South American ponchos for sale.
Beautifully colored. A good idea for a

522-2209
HOURS:

mn. .TUB. WED.
10-8
THURS, FBI. 10-9

the insensitive, hostile, confused
faculty wife. Riker's stage-presence was good; her movements and
expressions were a little stiff, but
fairly well adapted to the character
role. However, Riker's lines lacked '
a variety of expression and often
sounded as though they were beingread. She gave her most convincing
performance when angry and was
best integrated with the other
actors at those moments.
. The play was a timely drama
appropriate for a Trinity audience.
Dealing with selfishness, insensitivity, sexual insecurity, and competition, The Wager touched on
several universal aspects of closequartered, high-pressured student
life. All of Medoff's characters
were at the same time contemptible
and sympathetic, creating the kind
of humorous tension (or tense
Humor) with which many of us are
familiar, in college. The play itself
was clever—although the ambiguous ending was rather disappointing—and the acting was generally top-quality. The use of
Seabury 9-17's gothic decor added
a fine aesthetic dimension to the
set, which was very nicely assembled.
All in all, the play was
extremely enjoyable, and this
reviewer looks forward to upcoming Jesters' talented accomplish" ments.

Classified
'72 Fiat 128 4-door, excellent shape.
Call Peter 233-6728.

;;:;I0%:DISCOUNT ON OUR REGULARLY
IRIGED ALBUMS, INCLUDING IMPORTS
and excluding our sale and budget prices.
:
:m$COUNTFOR]ALL TRINITY STUDENTS
::

Peace Train's Medicine Band at Mather last Thursday night. Jeff Seibert

Help Wanted
Earn up to $3000.00 per semester or
much more! Campus Reps wanted to
post distribute for commission. Lines
guaranteed to sell. A.gg"ressive. motivated persons. Few hours weekly..Send
resume. $2.00. tor job description, info
sheets, application forms, post &
handling Upon acceptance reicive
'.coding number, memb i.ird, work
, manual tree With first weekl\ lomrrnssion i link reiei\e vnur $2 bail: Write
Nationwide College Marketing Servnes
,-{NCMSJ. BOS HIM. Ann 'Arbor. Ml
•iRHKi

Cocktail Wairress wanted part-time at
H.irsr- Mine Lounge, ."68. Maple Avc.
Part time travel representative heeded.
Earn high commissions and free travel
while leaning the travel trade. Rutherford Travel 52--">2"S

Eating Events
The Sprouting Our Vegetarian Cuisine
The vegetarian's vegetarian restaurantMake it a learning experience in
Hartford, 20'A New Park Ave., Hartford. 233-6536.
The Arts Cafe - a non-profit alternate
gallery and vegetarian restaurant. After
midnight music each night. 12-3 a.m. '»
Union Place. Hartford. 525-0424.

Personals
Ex Vietnam veteran presently serving
short jail term for minor drug offense
seeks correspondence with sensirrte
college people to help him re-enter
society in December. Write to: Donald
Lareau. #23937. Box 100, Somers,• Ct06071
"__
H.ipp\ Huihdas in rlii-1- 'I
M . n p ( .implx-ll S\e km>« «f'rf •'
cuK
but ilit-if- m> 1K1PO0 11
•

F .!
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Announcements
Bagel Boys

'Horizons' Lecture
Associate Professor William M.
Mace, chairman of the Psychology
Department at Trinity College, will
Jecture on the aging process as
shown by changes in facial features. His talk, titled "Seeing a
Person's Age: A Change of Face in
Perceptual Theory," is the tenth in
the popular "HORIZONS' series
begun this fall on the Trinity
campus.
Mace will speak at 8:00 p.m. on
November 23 in the Washington
Room at the Mather Campus
Center. The lecture is free and
open to the public.
He will describe psychological
research that tries to understand
facial patterns and shapes that
people all see in a general way.
Why, for example, is it possible for
people to be able to judge age by
the shape of one's face? What is
the nature of growth that changes
the shape of the face from the
infant stage through the teens to
maturity and old age?
Dr. Mace joined the Trinity
faculty in 1971 after teaching child
psychology at the University of
Minnesota.

Chinese Prisons
An American scholar who spent
four years in a Chinese prison on a
charge of espionage will talk about
his experience in China Tuesday
Nov. 30 at 7:30 p.m. at Hartford
College for Women, Auerbach
Science Auditorium, 30 Elizabeth
St.
Allyn Rickett, while studying in
Peking on a Fulbright scholarship
in the 1940's, was also supplying
information about Chinese military
activities to U.S. Navy intelligence.
He was imprisoned, along with his
wife, Adele, from 1951 to 1955.
The Rickettsr who teach at the
University of Pennsylvania, are
authors of the book "Prisoners of
Liberation." His talk will deal with
how the Chinese attempt to
rehabilitate prison inmates. The
event is sponsored by the U.S.China Peoples Friendship Association and the public is invited. For
more information call 525-5122.

Ski Class
The Physical Education Department offers a 6 week Skiing
course 3rd quarter at Mt. Sundown. The classes run for the 6
weeks beginning Jan. 20th every
Thursday evening (excluding Open
Period) from 6-11:00. The package
cost of S37.50 includes a 1'/: hour
class, an hour plus or recreational
skiing and the bus ride to and from
New Hartford, Ct. Bring a check
made out to the "Trustees of
Trinity College" to Jane Millspaugh in the Ferris Athletic Center
to register. Sign-ups are handled
on a First come, first served basis.
Registration will close Dec. 8th,

Bagel Boys Enterprises wishes
to thank the Trinity community for
your overwhelming response to the
bagel service and we wish to
apologize for our inconsistent
scheduling. We will get better as
we learn how • to reach the
maximum number of students in
the least amount of time. In an
effort to meet this goal we would
like to announce some1 changes. To
start with we will be concentrating
on Jones, Elton, 90-92 Vernon St.,
North Campus, and High Rise
dorms later expanding to Wheaton,
Jackson, Smith, Jarvis, and New
Britain dorms. After vacation the
service will run every night,
Monday through Thursday starting
in Jones at 9:00, Elton at 9:45,
North Campus at 10:45 and 90-92
Vernon at 11:30. These times will
remain the same every night, so if
you want a bagel everyone will
know where to find us. We are also
considering the idea of a sign-up
route where you tell us if you want
us to stop by every night and we
will knock on your door. In this way
we will be able to guarantee you
bagels with regularity. We will
conduct a sign-up route schedule
experiment in High Rise. If you live
in High Rise and want to insure
bagel delivery please drop Bill, Box
11 or Jeff, Box 820, a line. While
we're at it anyone can drop a
complaint (to Bill) or suggestion or
comment (to Jeff) at the same
address. It should also be noted
that there is but one price for
bagels, and that is 35c with your
choice of cream cheese or butter.
Please bear with us, we're new at
this.

SPACE DANCE

On Monday, Dec. 6 at 8 p.m.
the dance department will present
"Dance through Time and Space,"
a program of works developed
during the semester.
The pieces will range from the
Court Dances of the Renaissance )
which will be presented by the
dance history class, to themes
characteristic of the pioneers of
modern dance in this century—
these will be presented by members of the Introduction to Dance 11
and Intermediate Theory and Style
courses. The final work on the
program will be an original piece
choreographed by John Simone
and danced by his class in Repitoire
and Style. "Dance through Time
and Space" will take place in the
Washington Room at Mather Hall.

Dr. Gary Matthews of the
University of Mass, philosophy
department will give an informal
talk on philosophical thinking in
children next Thursday, Dec. 2 at
7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Club. All
are invited.

Limited openings remain of
CFS accredited Spring 1977 Academic Year Programs commencing
Spring Trimester. Early acceptance
is now open for Fall '77, Winter,
Spring '78 or Full year '77-'78 in
Moscow, Salamanca, Paris, Dijon,
Florence, Perugia, Copenhagen,
Amsterdam, Vienna, Geneva,
England for qualified applicants in
languages, all subjects incl. int'l
law, business. All students in good
standing are eligible—Freshmen,
Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors,
Grads. Good faculty references,
self-motivation, sincere interest in
study abroad, int'l cultural exchange count more with CFS than
grade point. For applications/information: CENTER FOR FOREIGN STUDY/AY ADMISSIONS
DEPT N/216 S. State/Box 606/Ann
Arbor, MICH 48107 (313)662-5575

F.A.C Recess
The Ferris Athletic Center will
close for the Thanksgiving recess
on Wednesday, Nov. 24 at 4:00
p.m. and will re-open on Monday,
Nov. 28 at 7:00 a.m. Registrations
for third quarter classes are being
accepted.

James R. Hewitt, Director of
the New York University Programs
in France, will be at Trinity College
on Wednesday, 1 December 1976,
to discuss the programs in Paris
which NYU sponsors. More information on these programs is available in the blue folder in the Office
of Educational Services.
Students are invited to meet
with Mr. Hewitt at 4:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge of Mather Campus
Center if they are interested in
study in France. Even those
students who are beginning or
considering beginning French language instruction are welcome to
attend. It is suggested that those
attending look at the information in
the Office of Educational Services
before coming to the meeting.

Dance Films
The last week of the Student
Dance Organization's series of
dance films presents "Four Pioneers", "Ruth St. Denis and Ted
Shawn," and "Appalachian
Spring". The films will be shown
on Wednesday, December ! in
Seabury 19 at 8:30 p.m. (Please
note the change in place!) No
admission charge.

Resume Workshop

Maritime Studies
Professor Labaree, the Director
of the Williams-Mystic Program in
Maritime Studies for the fall
semester 1977 and the spring
semester 1978, will be at Trinity
College on Monday, 6 December
1976, to discuss the program with
interested students. We do not yet
have an exact time or place for the
meeting, but you are asked to
check with the Office of Educational Services following Thanksgiving in order to see where and
when the meeting will be held. It
will probably be dt about 4 30 p.m.

Letter Uracles
Today, Tuesday, 23 November
1976, is the last day to elect to
receive a letter grade in a course
being taken Pass/Fail. Please see
the Registrar's Office if you wish to
make a change.

X-Country Ski
Next Wednesday (Dec, 1) and
Thursday (Dec. 2) there will be a I
evening instructional session on
cross country skiing for beginners.
The session will include: clothing,
equipment, waxing, base preparation and skiing technique. Thursday night is a repeat of Wednesday
for those who can't make it
Wednesday. The session will be
held in Alumni Lounge, across
from the Washington Room in
Mather Hall. The time will be from
7:00 to 10:00 and of course it's free.

12-ColSepe Exchange
Students wishing to participate
in the 12-College Exchange for
both semesters or either semester (including spring) 1977-1978
•are asked to consult the 12-College
Catalogues and other materials
available in the Office of Educational Services. Application blanks
and procedures sheets for applying
will be available from the Office of
Educational Services when Trinity
Term 1977 begins. All applications
will be due by 4 February 1977,

If you are going to be seeking
employment in the near future, you
will need to know the techniques
involved in preparing a resume
which will "get your foot in the
door" to interviews with potential
employers.
A workshop on resume preparTheatre Arts
ation is being planned by the
The Theatre Arts Department
Career Counseling Office to be held of Trinity College presents Six
on Wednesday, December 1 at 7 Characters In Search Of An Author
p.m. in Wean Lounge. Jeff Part- by Luigi Pirandello, directed by
ridge from Aetna Life as well as Roger Shoemaker, on Dec. 2, 3, 4
Career Counseling staff will be on at 8:15 a.m. and Dec. 5 at 2:30 in
hand to discuss the art ot; resume the Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
writing and to answer students' Center For information and resquestions.
ervations please call 527-8062.
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95c postage & handling
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Full year warranty against defects in materials or Workmanship/except battery. We will repair or replace any Teltronics
watch developing such defect within 1 year of purchase:
30-day homo trial, if not completely satisfied with your
watch, return it within 30 days for full refund of purchase
price, no questions asked.
Ultra-thiri case, with stainless steel back All watches have
matching bracelets.

Orders received by Deo. 16. 1976 will be delivered before Christmas,
Mall chock or money order to: TELTRONICS, 2400 E. Devon, Dei Plnlnos, III. 60016
Please sand the following watch(es). (Specify your choice of 10
styles: A thru J. followed by "S" for silver rhodium 6*16.95 or
"G" for gold @ $17.95.) I understand that I will receive, Iree, a
Teltronics calculator with every two watches I order
QUANTITY
STYLE
FINISH
PRICE

FREE!

Order any two
Teltronics
L E D . watches
and get
this 8-d!git,
5-function
electronic
memory
calculator,
with battery and
carry case, FREE!

Add S1.00 shipping and handling cost for each watch. Illinois
residents add 5% sales tax I enclose my check or money order
for the total $
(No cash—no CODs accepted Offer good in continental USA only 1
Name

,

'.

Address
City.
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We need to have an idea of how
many students to expect, so please
call x228 or x229 or stop by the
Career Counseling Office if you
plan to attend.

6 functions controlled by a sifigle button: hour/ minutes;
Abends, month; date; and day, Accurate within 2 minutes

Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock.
PET CANDLE comes to you with complete set of operating instructions to
train your PET CANDLE to sit up,
stand, light up, and fly.

Ave.. Coral
S1.00 plus
S2.00 plus
S3.00 plus

Study in Paris

Children's Philosophy

PET CAM

110 Giralda
Small
Medium
Large

Study Abroad
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Reflections On A Super Season
byTheChief
Who could forget...?
...The drudgery of triple sessions in August which paved the
way for the successful 1976 season... John Brucatto's witticisms
while reading the "Pig Book" prior
to Sunday morning practice during
pre-season...Barry Dorfman's "T"
engraved on his chest...The 1976
rookie show featuring the sophomore rendition of "When The

Saints Go Marching In" led by
Mike Foye...The road trip to
Bowdoirt when the underdog Bants
grabbed the opening win of the
season...The courage of Tommy
Lines who made a super come-back
following a near tragic collision in
the opening game vs. Bowdoin...
The versatility of Moose Poulin
who made the transition from
offensive guard to. defensive tackle
...The JVscrimmage vs. AIC when
the "second team" whipped their

much bigger opponents...The dedication of Brian O'Donoghue who
served as team manager due to a
severe knee injury which side-lined
him indefinitely...The songs of the
"Joyous Chorus" on the long
busrides home following victories
at Bowdoin and Williams...Robbie
Clafliri's brilliant punt return vs.
Williams which secured Trinity's
first victory over the Ephmen since
1970...The final .drive vs. Colby
which went for not and snapped the
Bants undefeated streak...The battle of the only two undefeated
teams in New England in which
Trinity topped Middlebury to emerge as the only undefeated squad
in New England...Dave Jancarski's
blocked punt and Danny Iadonisi's
recovery for a T.D. vs. Bates...The
"Wedge-busting"of Jimmy Leone
and John Flynn on the kick-off
teams. ..The impressive work of the
sophomores (Joe Delano at L.B.,
John Flynn in the defensive
backfield, Barry Dorfman at M.G.,
Paul Votze at H.B., and Bill
McCandless'
place-kicking...Gil
Childer's block which sprung Claflin vs. Williams...Bob O'Leary's
punt which secured the victory over
Amherst...Donny Daigneau's superb play at Safety and Tri-Capt. Pat
Heffernan's steady work at F.B....
The way the Defense bounced back
alter crippling injuries to Jack
McDonald, Jeff "S.B." Voigt, and
Johnny Griglun...The intense dedication of super scout Chris Raymond who ventured as far as
Bates...The excitement provided
by O.G. Tom Barker...The effort of
the only 2 Freshmen on the squad,
Gene Russell and Pete Jongbloed
in the line...The 35-0 Coast Guard
romp following the Colby defeat...
The come-from-behind Amherst
win...The consistent play of_offensive linemen John Doldoorian,
Tommy Heffcrnan, and Karl

Herbst...Al Juliano's spectacular
catches and Marc Montini's touchdown vs. Bowdoin...Mike Foye's
quarterbacking vs. Colby and
Amherst...The 350 dollar check at
Emersons...The tough, hard hitting of the ski patrol-Sr. Tri-Capt,'s
Don Grabowski, Rick Uluski and
Sr. D.B. Dave Jancarski...The
"intense" Sunday afternoon pressure to make the 5 p.m. deadline
(for the Chief)...
Mike Brennan's leaps and John

Gillespie's keeps; Tony T's steals
and pre-game meals; Dave Coratti's blocks and Don Miller's talks;
Mike Leverone's hits and. the
offensive line in the pits; Bill
Harmon's drive and Larry Moody's
jive; Grabbo's sack's, Ricky's
smacks, and Bobbo's cracks; Tony
C's runs, Sternsy's tons, and
Harmon's Huns;...The Coaches'
brains, the players' pains, and the
tremendous gains of the successful
6-2 1976 football season.
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The Athletic Advisory Council
approved the 1976 Fall Awards last
Wednesday. Men and women were
awarded recognition for their participation in intcr-collegiate sports.
Particular mention should be given
to the recipients of the Gold
Awards. This award is given to the
athletes who received Varsity
Letters for three years in a row for
the same sport. In football, the
recipients of the Gold Award are:
Coratti, David N.; Grabowski,
Donald J.; Griglun, John I.;
Heffernan, Patrick M.; Jancarski,
David P.; Lines, Thomas B.;
Uluski, Richard P. The recipients in
Soccer are: Harvey, Alexander N.;
McGrath, James H., Jr.; Moore,
Mark S.; Shea, Francis M.
photo s by brtan I homas
VARSITY LETTERS
Football
Barker, Thomas J.
Brcnnan, Michael
Brucato, John
Childers.JohnG.
Ciccaglione, Anthony W.
Claflin, Robert D.
Coyne, Scott D. h
Daigneau, Donald j .
Delano, Joseph F., Jr.
Doldoorian, JohnK., Jr.
Dorfman, Barry J.
Flynn, JohnJ.
Foye, Michael J.
Gillespie.JohnC.
Heffernan, Thomas M.
Henderson, David S.
Hcrbst, Karl R.
ladoniii, Daniel L. '
Johnson, Thomas W,
Jonghloed, P t t « A .

fern;
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Juliano, AlanJ.
Leone, James T.
Lcverone, Michael E.
McCandless, William W. ,J r.
Monroe, Floyd D.
Montini, Marc
Montini, Robert P.
Moody, Larry J.
Mosca, Christopher P.
O'Donoghue, Brian V.
O'Leary, Robert
Poulin, David
Ramsay, Scott M.
Reeves, Christopher M.
Rowland, John P,
Russell, Eugene M.
Shea, Bruce P.
Silvestri, James K.
Smith, James P.
Stern, MarkS.
Trivella, Anthony J.
Votze, Paul N.

Soccer
Capasso, Guiscppc
Dodge, William F.
Heppc, Blair A.
Kluger, Michael J.
Ko, Eugene C,
Lenahan, Thomas D.
Madding, Greg H.
Maloney, Kevin J.
Meyer, Jeremy B.
Pearsall, Randolph R.
Pieszak.PaulM.
Puzorni, Franco
Sokolov, Richard T., Jr.
Thomas, Aaron B.
Waugh, AlecB.
Backofner, Lynne A. • Mgr
Womtn 'j Field Hockey
Bentman, MaraL.
Bosrwick, Catherine K.
Brown, Olivia D,
Crawford, Kathleen W.

Dobbin, Frances K.
Cross—Country
Henning, Alyson B.
Hallisey, PatrickJ.
Herr, Suzanne M.
Howe, Danny F
McLane, Cornelia G.
Sandman, John M.
Saltonstall, Susan E.
Scndor, Jonathan B.
Whitney, Kosina B.
Sherwood, Alexander T.
Wurts, E. Carter
.Terry, Jane A. - Mgr.
Warner, AnneS, - Mgr.
JUNIOR VARSITY AWARDS
Women's Tennis
JVFootball
Dwight.JaneL.
Huffard-Dauphinat, Heidi
Alexandrov, John V.
Jennings, Wendy B.
Almquist, Robert T.
Levin, Susan 6.
Bennett, C. Douglas
MacColl.Gwynne
Blake, Johna than
Meaghcr, Deborah L.
Bucklin, Barry W.
Morrison, Helen H.
Countryman, Michael L.
Pratt, Susan D.
Fers, Robert S.
Rogers, MuffyB.
Foltt, James A.
Thornton, Nancy M.
Gatenby, David A.
Wallace. Edith L.
Halberc, Douglas J.
Wilcox, Susan S,
Heed, Samuel W.
Yeariey, Sandra D.
Hernquist, Thomas K.

Houle, David P.
Hunin,CarlW.
Johnbioed, Peter A.
Lcavitt, Mark A.
Long, Jeffrey F.
Lortie, Leonard D.
Mather, I effrevF.
Mayo, John E.
McGowan, Thomas E.
McNamara, Patrick R.
Moore, Charles A.
Myers, Robert F.
O'Brien, John T.
Oleary, Johnathan J.
Plumb, RobertJ.
Rickert.JamesC.
Russell, Eugene M.
St. James, Luther
Sprinthall, Richard
Sullivan, Stephen M.
Tieman, Charles E.
Yarnall, Stephen G.

JVSoccer
Anderson, Mark A.
Benz, Gilbert F.
Bolster, David C.
Brenner, Andrew M.
Bullard, William R., Ill
Einsiein, William W.
Knight, Ridgeway B.
Koeppel, David J. '
McGovcrn, Michael C.
Medford.John B.
Melly, Thomas L.
Seabrook, J. Connor
Shcpard, John A., Jr.
Slade, Stephen B.
Snydrrwinc, David L., Jr.
Spcrry, Paul S.
Stone, Douglas S.
Stuart, Steven B.
Veidenheimer, Michael B
Wilkie, D«vid
Wolfson,'Roderick H.

Woodson, Anthony H.
i Women'sFiela'Hockey
Abbott, KatrinaS.
Bonbright, Elizabeth M.
Rocker, Edith L.
Delabry.LorrainO.
Fergusson, Laura H.
Kunhardt, Deborah W.
McKemie, Carol A.
Parker, Elizabeth W.
Plough, Carol M
Plough, Frances R.
Sole, Mary Lee
VorderBrueggc. Sarah
Wainwright. Christine
Zug, Caroline F
Women's Tennis
Basch, Laurie A.
Davison.EliiabeihW.
Meagher. Janice C.
Thrasher. Elizabeth H
Webb, KarynR.
Wilkos.

